

**BOOKS OUR EDITORS ARE READING**


JTP began as a study of higher states of consciousness. *Consciousness is All* is the fruition of that quest.


A transpersonal therapist, Maloney, integrates the teachings of Sri Aurobindo in his practice.


A cross-cultural best-of-the-best collection of dream experiences, commentaries, and insights.

... Paul Clemens


Based on a version written 500 years earlier than the one used by the other, over 100, translations in English. Excellent notes as well.


The early battles over a religion of inner experience vs. one of proscribed beliefs, and how the non-transpersonal side won.

... Jim Fadiman


... Jorge Ferrer

This continues to an elegantly and brilliantly written psychology of spirituality. I am listening to an excerpted audio book version, and then looking at the printed text. I am amazed at many ideas and insights that I missed in earlier readings.


A major figure in studies of transcendent functions such a remote viewing gives an engaging and informative story of his growing up, family dynamics, metaphysical interests, and spiritual leanings, along with corporate and national politics, ESP research, and his compassionate role with the death of his brother-in-law, chess grandmaster Bobby Fischer.


Ram Dass tells stories and conveys a compassionate sense about these ever present life events. This is a good book to pick up for a reflective interlude.

... Arthur Hastings


... Stanley Krippner


A classic! The best book on being a mystic in modern times since A Sense of the Cosmos.


... Lawrence LeShan


This book chronicles conversations on the subject of happiness that the author had with His Holiness the Dalai Lama in India, and during three weeks that he was in Arizona.

... Huston Smith


... Tõnu Soidla

A well documented in-depth coverage of the literature

Another very useful research-based perspective by the author of Emotional Intelligence.

Authoritative, current, detailed by the longtime expert.

... Miles Vich


... Jenny Wade